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FILE LINK MGRATION FOR 
DECOMMISONING ASTORAGE SERVER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to file migration, and more 
particularly, to migrating file links for decommissioning a 
storage server. 

BACKGROUND 

Data may be stored as unstructured data, for example, in 
files and directories in a file system. A file in the file system 
may have multiple file links that point to the same file data for 
the file. A file link can be an original file name for a file and/or 
an alternative file name that is implemented as a hard link for 
the file. A hard link is a directory entry that points to a location 
of the file in the file system. If the file is opened using one of 
its hard links, and changes are made to the file’s content, then 
the changes can also be visible when the file is opened by an 
alternative hard link or the original file name of the file. The 
files may be stored in a data store (e.g., disk) that is coupled to 
a storage server in a machine in the file system. The file 
system can include multiple machines, multiple storage serv 
ers, and multiple data stores. A storage server may be decom 
missioned, for example, due to capacity reduction, problems 
with the machine, storage server, and/or disk, etc. When a 
storage server is to be decommissioned, the data (e.g., files) 
on the disk for the storage server should be migrated to 
another disk being managed by another storage server in 
another machine in order to prevent data loss. When the file 
data for the file is migrated to another storage server, the 
current file links usually still point to the old location of the 
file data. Any attempts to access the file data using the current 
file links typically result in errors since the file data has 
already been migrated to the new location. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present disclosure will be understood more fully from 
the detailed description given below and from the accompa 
nying drawings of various implementations of the disclosure. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of migrating of file links for 
decommissioning a storage server, in accordance with vari 
ous implementations. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example system architecture, in accor 
dance with various implementations. 

FIG.3 is a block diagram of an implementation of a migra 
tion module for migrating file links for decommissioning a 
storage server. 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating an implementation for 
a method for migrating file links for decommissioning a stor 
age Server. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an example computer system 
that may perform one or more of the operations described 
herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Described herein are a method and system for migrating 
file links for decommissioning a storage server, according to 
various implementations. Data in a file system can be stored 
as files and directories. The file data for a file can be accessed 
by multiple file names. The file names may be file links that 
point to the same file data. A file link can be an original file 
name that is pointing to the file data and/or an alternate file 
name implemented as a hard link pointing to the same file 
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2 
data. For example, a user may create a file with an original file 
name "calendar.txt that is an original file link pointing to the 
file data for “calendar.txt. The file data for “calendar.txt 
may also be accessed by alternate file names. The alternate 
file names can be implemented as hard links which point to 
the same file data for “calendar.txt. For example, the user 
may create another file with the file name "schedule.txt. 
which may be a hard link that points to the file data for 
“calendar.txt. The directories in the file system can form a 
directory level hierarchy of various levels, or tree structure of 
one or more directory levels in the file system. For example, 
there may be a top-level directory “/users’. There may be one 
or more sub-level directories within the top-level directory. 
For example, there may be sub-level directories for specific 
users within the top-level directory “/users’. For example, 
there may be a sub-directory "/jane' that has a path "/users/ 
jane'. The original file names and the hard links can be stored 
at different directory levels. For example, the original file 
name "calendar.txt may be stored as “/users/calendar.txt in 
the top-level directory, and the hard link "schedule.txt may 
be stored as “/users/jane/schedule.txt in the sub-level direc 
tory. 
The file system can include multiple machines that host 

storage servers to manage the file data, and the original file 
names and hard links for the file data. The storage servers can 
be coupled to storage devices that store and organize the file 
data, original file names, and hard links using the directory 
level hierarchy. A storage server may be decommissioned, for 
example, due to hardware and/or software problems related to 
the machine and/or storage server, capacity down-scaling of 
the storage device for the storage server, machine mainte 
nance, etc. The file data, original file names, hard links, and 
directory level hierarchy for the storage server that is being 
decommissioned should be migrated to a new location before 
the storage server is decommissioned to prevent data loss. For 
example, Storage Server-A on Machine-A and coupled to 
Disk-A may be decommissioned, and the file data, original 
file names, hard links, and directory level hierarchy for the 
Storage Server-A should be migrated to Storage Server-B on 
Machine-B and coupled to Disk-B. 

Implementations can include a migration module, which is 
described in greater detail below, that may be hosted on a 
storage server in a machine to migrate the file data, and the file 
links (e.g., original file name, hard links for alternate file 
names), and the directory level hierarchy from a source loca 
tion (e.g., Storage Server-A) to a destination location (e.g., 
Storage Server-B). The migration module can duplicate the 
directory level hierarchy of the source location at the desti 
nation location, and can duplicate the pattern of the file links 
(e.g., original file name, hard links for alternate file names), as 
implemented in the directory level hierarchy at the source 
location, in the corresponding directory level hierarchy at the 
destination location. As a result, errors can be eliminated and 
the file migration is more efficient since the file links (e.g., 
original file name, hard links for alternate file names) are valid 
and point to the file data at the destination location. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example of migrating of file links (e.g., 
original file name, hard links for alternate file names) for 
decommissioning a storage server, in accordance with vari 
ous implementations. For example, there may be Storage 
Server-A 142A hosted in Machine-A 140A and Storage 
Server-B142Bhosted in Machine-B 140B. Storage Server-A 
142A can be coupled to a data store 150 that stores file data 
151A. There may be multiple file links (e.g., original file 
name and hard links for alternate file names) to file data 151A. 
For example, a user may have created a file with an original 
file name of “calendar.txt 157A in “/users” that points to file 
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data 151A, a second file named 'schedule.txt 155A in "/us 
ers/jane' as a hard link that also points to file data 151A, and 
a third file named “appointments.txt 153A in “/users/jane/ 
docs” as a hard link that also points to file data 151A. 

Storage Server-A142A may be decommissioned and can 
include a migration module 145 to migrate the file data 151A 
and file links (e.g., original file name and hard links for 
alternate file names) from the Source location (e.g., data store 
150 for Storage Server-A 142A) to a destination location 
(e.g., data store 160 for Storage Server-B142B in Machine-B 
140B). The migration module 145 can crawl through the 
various directory levels in the source location and can identify 
file links (e.g., original file name and hard links for alternate 
file names) and can migrate the file links to the destination 
location. The migration module 145 can duplicate the direc 
tories and the directory level hierarchy (e.g., fusers, fusers/ 
jane, fusers/jane/docs) of the file links in the Source location 
in the destination location. Implementations describing the 
migration module crawling through the directory level hier 
archy to discovery file links in a source location and to dupli 
cate the file links and directory level hierarchy in a destination 
location are described in greater below in conjunction with 
FIG. 3. 
The migration module 145 can identify the file links that 

correspond to the file data 151A in the source location and can 
migrate (173.175,177) the file links that correspond to the file 
data 151A to the destination location prior to migrating 171 
the actual file data 151A to the destination location. For 
example, the migration module 145 can create file names 
153B,155B,157B as file links at the destination location. 
Implementations describing the migration module identify 
ing the file links that correspond to particular file data using a 
hard link count are described in greater below in conjunction 
with FIG. 3 and FIG. 4. When all of the file links that corre 
spond to the file data 151A are migrated, the migration mod 
ule 145 can migrate (171) the actual file data 151A to the 
destination location (e.g., data store 160 for Storage Server-B 
142B). For example, the migration module 145 can create file 
data 151B at the destination location. 

FIG. 2 is an example system architecture 200 for various 
implementations. The system architecture 200 can include a 
distributed file system 201 coupled to one or more client 
machines 202 via a network 208. The network 208 may be a 
public network, a private network, or a combination thereof. 
The distributed file system 201 can be a network attached 
storage file system that includes one or more machines 
240A-B and one or more mass storage devices, such as mag 
netic or optical storage based disks 250.260, solid-state drives 
(SSDs) or hard drives, coupled to the machines 240A-B via 
the network 208. The machines 240A-B can include, and are 
not limited to, any data processing device. Such as a desktop 
computer, a laptop computer, a mainframe computer, a per 
Sonal digital assistant, a server computer, a handheld device 
or any other device configured to process data. 
The distributed file system 201 can store data as files and 

can include directories, which are virtual containers within 
the file system 201, in which groups offiles and possibly other 
directories can be kept and organized. The machines 240A-B 
can include storage servers 242A-B to manage the files and 
directories in one or more levels in a directory level hierarchy 
for a corresponding storage server 242A-B. For example, 
Storage Server-A 242A may store File1 data 251A in data 
store 250 and may store multiple file names 253A,255A, 
257A as file links that point to the File1 data 251A in various 
directory levels in the data store 250. For example, 
File1 Namel 257A may be stored in a top-level directory 
"/users”. File1 Name2255A may be stored in a sub-directory 
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4 
“/jane” within"/users', and File1 Name3 253A may be stored 
in a sub-directory “/docs” within "/jane'. 
One or more client machines 202 can include a file system 

client 236 to communicate with the storage servers 242A-B in 
the file system 201. Examples of file system clients 236 can 
include, and are not limited to, native file system clients and 
network file system (NFS) clients. “Native' can describe 
Support for specific operating systems. For example, a native 
file system client may be, and is not limited to, a file system 
client that Supports the Linux operating system. The file sys 
tem client 236 can mount the file system 201 via a mount 
point to access the data in the file system 201. The client 
machines 202 can host one or more applications 234. An 
application 234 can be any type of application including, for 
example, a web application, a desktop application, a browser 
application, etc. An application 234 may request access (e.g., 
read, write, etc.) to the data in the file system 201 via the 
mount point and the file system client 236. The client machine 
202 may a computing device Such as a server computer, a 
desktop computer, a set-top box, a gaming console, a televi 
Sion, a portable computing device Such as, and not limited to, 
mobile telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), por 
table media players, netbooks, laptop computers, an elec 
tronic book reader and the like. 
One or more storage servers 242A-B can include a migra 

tion module 245 to migrate (290) file data for multiple files 
and file links for the file data from a source location to a 
destination location. One implementation of the migration 
module 245 migrating file data for multiple files and file links 
for the file data is described in greater detail below in con 
junction with FIG.3 and FIG. 4. For example, the migration 
module 245 can create the file links (e.g., file names 253B, 
255B.257B) in data store 260 in a directory level hierarchy 
that corresponds to Storage Server-A242A, and can create a 
copy of File1 data 251A as File1 data 251B in data store 260. 
File names 253B.255B,257B can point to File1 data 251B in 
data store 260. 
The data stores 250.260 can be a persistent storage unit. A 

persistent storage unit can be a local storage unit or a remote 
storage unit. Persistent storage units can be a magnetic stor 
age unit, optical storage unit, Solid state storage unit, elec 
tronic storage units (main memory), or similar storage unit. 
Persistent storage units can be a monolithic device or a dis 
tributed set of devices. A set, as used herein, refers to any 
positive whole number of items. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an implementation of a migra 
tion module migrating file links (e.g., original file names and 
alternative files names for hard links) for decommissioning a 
storage server. Storage Server-A 305 hosted by Machine-A 
301 may be decommissioned, for example, due to Machine-A 
301 and/or Storage Server-A305 being problematic. Storage 
Server-A305 can be coupled to data store 307 to storefile data 
329,333 and file links using a directory level hierarchy that 
has one or more directory levels. For example, there may be a 
top-level 309A directory “/users', a sub-level 309B directory 
“/jane” within the top-level 309A directory “/users', and a 
sub-level 309C directory “/docs” within the sub-level 309B 
directory "/jane'. 

File1 Data 329 may be accessed by multiple file names, 
Such as File1 Namel 311 that is stored in level 309A and 
File1 Name2315 that is stored in level 309B. The multiple file 
names (e.g., File1 Name 1311 and File1 Name2315) can point 
to the same inode (e.g., Inodel 321), which can point to File1 
Data 329. An inode is a data structure that can contain infor 
mation about a file system object (e.g., file), except for the file 
data and file names (e.g., original file name, alternate file 
names). The inode (e.g., Inodel 321) can include a link count 
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323 that stores a value indicating the number of file links (e.g., 
original file names and alternate file names as hard links) for 
particular file data (e.g., File1 Data 329). For example, count 
323 may be “2. The inode (e.g., Inodel 321) can include a 
pointer to the actual file data (e.g., File1 Data 329). 

In another example, File2 Data 333 may be accessed by 
multiple file names, such as File2Name 1313 that is stored in 
level 309A, File2Name2317 that is stored in level 309B, and 
File2Name3319 that is stored in level 309C. The multiple file 
names (e.g., File2Namel 313, File2Name2317, File2Name3 
319) can point to the same inode (e.g., Inode2325), which can 
point to File2 Data 333. Inode2325 can include a link count 
327 that stores a value indicating the number of file links (e.g., 
original file names and alternate file names as hard links) for 
particular file data (e.g., File2 Data 333). For example, count 
327 may be “3”. 

Storage Server-A305 can include a migration module 303 
to migrate file links and file data from the Source location at 
the data store 307 to a destination location, such as, data store 
347 that is coupled to Storage Server-B 345 in Machine-B 
341. The data stores 307,347 can be mass storage devices, 
Such as magnetic or optical storage based disks, Solid-state 
drives (SSDs) or hard drives. The migration module 303 can 
crawl through various directory levels (e.g., s 309 A-C) in the 
directory level hierarchy of the Storage Server-A305 to iden 
tify files with multiple file links (e.g., file names) and can 
create a pattern of file links in the multiple levels at the 
destination location (e.g., data store 347). 

For example, the migration module 303 may identify (377) 
File1 Namel 311 in level 309A and determine (378) that 
count 323 includes a value of '2', which indicates that there 
is more than one link to File1 Data 329. A link count that is 
greater than one is an indication that the file data has at least 
one hard link. The migration module 303 can perform a read 
operation on the count323 attribute in the Inodel 321. The “2” 
value in the count 323 can represent a link for File1 Name 1 
311 and a link for File1 Name2315. 
The file data (e.g., File1 Data 329, File2 Data 333) can 

include extended attributes that can store information that 
describes the file data. For example, the file data can include 
a “linkto' 331,335 extended attribute that can indicate the 
migration state of the source file data. The linkto attribute can 
indicate whether the source file data is associated with a file 
migration or not. For example, when the link to 331,335 
extended attribute does not store any value, that is an indica 
tion that the file data is not associated with a current file 
migration. In another example, when the link to 331,335 
extended attribute is set to the location of the source file data, 
that is an indication that the source file data is associated with 
a file migration that is in progress. In another example, the 
link to 331,335 extended attribute can be set to store the loca 
tion of the destination file data as an indication that the Source 
file data is associated with a completed file migration. 
The value for the “linkto' 331,335 extended attribute can 

be set, for example, by the migration module 303 and can be 
read by the migration module 303. For example, after the 
migration module 303 determines (378) that count 323 indi 
cates that there are multiple file links associated with 
File1 Name 1311, the migration module 303 may read the link 
to 331 extended attribute in the File1 Data 329, determine that 
there is no value in the link to 331 extended attribute, and 
determine (379) that File1 Data 339 is not yet associated with 
a file migration to the destination location. 

The migration module 303 can create (380) File1Namel 
351 in a level 349A at the destination location (e.g., data store 
347). The level 349A can correspond to level 309A at the 
source location. When the migration module 303 creates 
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File1 Namel 351, the Storage Server-B 345 can create an 
inode (e.g., Inodel 361), which File1 Namel 351 points to. 
The Inodel 361 can include a link count 363, which may be 
currently set to “1” to indicate the link for File1 Namel 351 at 
the destination location. The migration module 303 can set 
(381) the linkto extended attribute 331 for File1 Data 329 to 
the source location (e.g., location of data store 307 for Storage 
Server-A) to indicate that File-1 Data 329 is now associated 
with a file migration. Subsequently, when the migration mod 
ule 303 identifies file names that point to File1 Data 329, the 
migration module 303 can quickly determine that the file 
name is associated with a file migration, and that a corre 
sponding inode for File1 Data 329 already exists at the des 
tination location. The migration module 303 can migrate all 
of the file links for File1 Data 329 to the destination location 
first, and then can migrate the actual file data for File1 Data 
329 after all of the file links for File1 Data 329 have been 
Successfully migrated, as described in greater detail below. 
The migration module 303 can determine (382) that count 

323 at the source location does not match count 363 at the 
destination location, which indicates that not all of the file 
links for File1 Data 329 have yet been migrated to the desti 
nation location. For example, the count 323 may be '2' to 
reflect File1 Name 1311 in level 309A and File1 Name2315 in 
level 309B, and the count 363 at the destination location may 
be “1” to reflect the File1 Name 1 351 in level 349A at the 
destination location. 

Since the counts 323,363 do not match, the migration mod 
ule 303 can continue to search (383) for another file name that 
is associated with multiple file names in the data store 307. 
The migration module 303 can continue to search in the 
current directory level (e.g., level 309A). For example, the 
migration module 303 may identify (384) File2Namel 313, 
which points to File2 Data 333, in level 309, and can deter 
mine (385) that count327 includes a value of"3", to represent 
the file links for File2Name 1313 in level 309A, File2Name2 
317 in level 309B, and File1 Name3 319 in level 309C. The 
migration module 303 can perform a read operation on the 
count 327 attribute in the Inode2 325. 

Since File2Namel 313 is associated with a link count 327 
that is greater than “1”, the migration module 303 can read the 
linkto 335 extended attribute for File2 Data 333 and may 
determine(386) that there is no value in the link to 335 
extended attribute, which indicates that File2 Data 333 is not 
yet associated with a file migration. The migration module 
303 can create (387) File2Namel 353 in a level 349A at the 
destination location (e.g., data store 347) and an inode (e.g., 
Inode2365), which File2Namel 353 points to. The Inode2 
365 can include a link count 367, which may be currently set 
to “1” to indicate the link for File2Namel 353 at the destina 
tion location. 
The migration module 303 can set (388) the linkto 

extended attribute 335 for File2 Data 333 to the Source loca 
tion (e.g., location of data store 307 for Storage Server-A) to 
indicate that File-2 Data 333 is now associated with a file 
migration. Subsequently, when the migration module 303 
identifies file names that point to File2 Data 333, the migra 
tion module 303 can quickly determine that the file name is 
associated with a file migration, and that a corresponding 
inode for File2 Data 333 already exists at the destination 
location. 
The migration module 303 can determine (389) that count 

327 at the source location does not match count 367 at the 
destination location, which indicates that not all of the file 
links for File2 Data 333 have yet been migrated to the desti 
nation location. For example, the count 327 may be “3’ to 
reflect File2Namel 313 in level 309A, File2Name2 317 in 
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level 309B, and File2Name3 319 in level 309C, and the count 
367 at the destination location may currently be “1” to reflect 
the File2Name 1353 in level 349A at the destination location. 

Since the counts 327,367 do not match, the migration mod 
ule 303 can continue to search (390) for another file link (e.g., 
file name) that is associated with multiple file links in the data 
store 307. The migration module 303 can continue to search 
in the current directory level or a next directory level. For 
example, the migration module 303 may identify (391) 
File1 Name2315 in the next directory level (e.g., level309B), 
which points to File1 Data 329, and can determine (392) from 
count 323 that there is more than one file link for File1 Data 
329, which indicates that File1 Data 329 has at least one hard 
link. 

Since File1 Name2315 is associated with a link count 323 
that is greater than “1”, the migration module 303 can read the 
link to 335 extended attribute for File1 Data 329 and may 
determine (393) that the linkto 335 extended attribute is set to 
the source location, which indicates that File1 Data 329 is 
already associated with a file migration to the destination 
location, and that the corresponding inode for File1 Data 329 
is already created at the destination location. The migration 
module 303 can create File1 Name2355 in level 349B at the 
destination location as a hard link that points to Inodel 361 for 
File1 Data 369 at the destination location. The count 363 can 
be incremented by one to reflect File1 Name2 355 in level 
349B. For example, count 363 may be incremented from “1” 
to “2. 

The migration module 303 can determine (395) the count 
323 value of '2' at the source location now matches the count 
367 value of '2' at the destination location, which indicates 
that all of the file links for File1 Data 329 have been migrated 
to the destination location. Since the counts 323,363 match, 
the migration module 303 can migrate (396) the actual File 1 
Data 329 to the destination location as Filel Data 369 in data 
store 347 for Machine-B341. The migration module 303 can 
create a copy of File1 Data 329 as File1 Data 369 at the 
destination location. The copy is hereinafter referred to as the 
migrated file or migrated file data. The migration module 303 
can set the linkto 331 extended attribute for File1 Data 329 at 
the source location to the destination location to change the 
migration state for File1 Data 329 to indicate that the migra 
tion for File1 Data 329 is complete. With the link to 331 
extended attribute now set to the destination location, opera 
tions (e.g., read, write, etc.) can now be directed to and per 
formed on the migrated file data at the destination location. 
The migration module 303 can continue to migrate file links 
to the destination location and file data to the destination 
location for the various file names in the directory levels. 

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating an implementation for 
a method for migrating file links for decommissioning a stor 
age server. Method 400 can be performed by processing logic 
that can comprise hardware (e.g., circuitry, dedicated logic, 
programmable logic, microcode, etc.), software (e.g., instruc 
tions run on a processing device), or a combination thereof. In 
one implementation, method 400 is performed by a migration 
module 145 in a storage server 142A in a machine 140A of 
FIG 1. 
At block 401, the server receives input to start a file migra 

tion process. The input can be user (e.g., system administra 
tor) input. At block 403, the server identifies a first directory 
level to search for file data that is associated with multiple file 
links. The directory level is in the directory level hierarchy of 
the server that is to be decommissioned. For example, the first 
directory level may be a top-level directory. The input may be 
user (e.g., system administrator) input received via a user 
interface that is coupled to the migration module in the server. 
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8 
The user interface may be a graphical user interface, a com 
mand line interface, etc. The server may identify a level in the 
directory level hierarchy of the server using configuration 
data that is stored in a data store that is coupled to the migra 
tion module. For example, the configuration data may specify 
a file path and/or Volume name which the server may use to 
identify a directory and/or directory level to start searching 
for file data of files that are associated with multiple file links. 
The configuration data may be user (e.g., system administra 
tor) defined. For example, the server may identify that a 
top-level directory “/users” in the directory level hierarchy 
should be searched for file data for files that are associated 
with multiple file links. 
At block 404, the server determines whether file data of a 

file is associated with multiple file links (e.g., original file 
name and one or more alternate file names as hard links) in the 
current directory level. The server may read a link count in an 
inode that corresponds to a file name for file data to determine 
whether the file data is associated with multiple file links. If 
the link count is not greater than one (block 405), the server 
determines that the file data is not associated with any hard 
links at creates and storestracking data to identify the file data 
for one or more files in the directory level hierarchy that are 
not associated with hard links at block 406. In one implemen 
tation, as an optimization of resources, the server can first 
migrate file data for the files that are associated with hard 
links and can use the tracking data to Subsequently migrate 
file data for the files that are not associated with hard links. 

If the link count is greater than one (block 405), the server 
determines that the file data for the file is associated with at 
least one hard link, and the server determines the migration 
state associated with the file link (e.g., file name) and deter 
mines whether the file name is associated with a file migration 
or not at block 407. For example, the server may read a linkto 
extended attribute in the file data. If the linkto attribute is set 
to the source location (block 407), the server determines that 
the file name is associated with a file migration and migrates 
the file name to the destination location at block 409. The 
server can migrate the file name to the destination location by 
creating a hard link, which corresponds to the file name, at the 
destination location at block 409. The server can execute a 
command to create the hard link and to configure the hard link 
to point to the location of the file. For example, in Linux, the 
command may be “link (<path of original file>, <path of hard 
links)'. The server can create the hard link in a corresponding 
directory level at the destination location. The link count that 
is associated with the file name at the destination location can 
be incremented. 

If the linkto attribute is not set to the source location (block 
407), the server migrates the file name to the destination 
location at block 411. The server can migrate the file name to 
the destination location by creating the file name and an inode 
at the destination location. The server can create the file name 
in a directory level at the destination location that corresponds 
to the directory level at the source location. The file name can 
point to the inode at the destination location. The inode at the 
destination location can include a link count, which may be 
set at “1” to represent the newly created file name at the 
destination location. 
At block 413, the server sets the value for an extended 

attribute (e.g., link to extended attribute) in the source file data 
to the source location to change the migration state to indicate 
that the Source file data is now associated with a file migra 
tion. Subsequently, when the server identifies any file names 
that may be associated with this particular source file data, the 
server can identify that the file name is associated with a file 
migration and that the corresponding inode for the source file 
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data is already created at the destination location. At block 
415, the server determines whether there is another file link 
(e.g., file name) in the current directory level. If there is 
another file link (e.g., file name) in the current directory level, 
the server returns to block 405 to identify a file link (e.g., file 
name) that is associated with multiple file links. If there is not 
another file link (e.g., file name) in the current directory level 
(block 415), the server determines whether the link count for 
the destination file data matches the link count for the source 
file data at block 417. If the link count does not match, the 
server returns to block 403 to identify a next directory level in 
the directory level hierarchy for the server. For example, the 
server identifies a sub-directory"/jane' in the top-level direc 
tory “/users”. 

If the link count for the file data at the destination location 
matches the link count for the file data at the source location, 
the server migrates the Source file data to the destination 
location at block 419. The server can create a copy of the 
source file data at the destination location. The copy of file 
data at the destination location becomes the migrated file 
data. At block 421, the server sets the extended attributed 
(e.g., link to extended attribute) at the source file data to the 
destination location to change the migration state for the 
Source file data to indicate that the migration is complete. 
Operations (e.g., read, write, etc.) for the source file data can 
be redirected to and performed on the migrated data at the 
destination location. The server can iterate through at least a 
portion of method 400. The number of iterations can be based 
on the number of file names, file data, and/or directory levels 
for the server. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example machine of a computer sys 
tem 500 within which a set of instructions, for causing the 
machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
discussed herein, may be executed. In alternative implemen 
tations, the machine may be connected (e.g., networked) to 
other machines in a LAN, an intranet, an extranet, and/or the 
Internet. The machine may operate in the capacity of a server 
or a client machine in client-server network environment, or 
as a peer machine in a peer-to-peer (or distributed) network 
environment. 
The machine may be apersonal computer (PC), a tablet PC, 

a set-top box (STB), a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a 
cellular telephone, a web appliance, a server, a network 
router, a Switch or bridge, or any machine capable of execut 
ing a set of instructions (sequential or otherwise) that specify 
actions to be taken by that machine. Further, while a single 
machine is illustrated, the term “machine' shall also be taken 
to include any collection of machines that individually or 
jointly execute a set (or multiple sets) of instructions to per 
formany one or more of the methodologies discussed herein. 
The example computer system 500 includes a processing 

device 502, a main memory 504 (e.g., read-only memory 
(ROM), flash memory, dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM) such as synchronous DRAM (SDRAM) or DRAM 
(RDRAM), etc.), a static memory 506 (e.g., flash memory, 
static random access memory (SRAM), etc.), and a data stor 
age device 518, which communicate with each other via abus 
S30. 

Processing device 502 represents one or more general 
purpose processing devices such as a microprocessor, a cen 
tral processing unit, or the like. More particularly, the pro 
cessing device may be complex instruction set computing 
(CISC) microprocessor, reduced instruction set computing 
(RISC) microprocessor, very long instruction word (VLIW) 
microprocessor, or processor implementing other instruction 
sets, or processors implementing a combination of instruction 
sets. Processing device 502 may also be one or more special 
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10 
purpose processing devices such as an application specific 
integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA), a digital signal processor (DSP), network processor, 
or the like. The processing device 502 is configured to execute 
instructions 522 for performing the operations and steps dis 
cussed herein. 
The computer system 500 may further include a network 

interface device 508. The computer system 500 also may 
include a video display unit 510 (e.g., a liquid crystal display 
(LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT)), an alphanumeric input 
device 512 (e.g., a keyboard), a cursor control device 514 
(e.g., a mouse), and a signal generation device 516 (e.g., a 
speaker). 
The data storage device 518 may include a machine-read 

able storage medium 528 (also known as a computer-readable 
medium) on which is stored one or more sets of instructions or 
software 522 embodying any one or more of the methodolo 
gies or functions described herein. The instructions 522 may 
also reside, completely or at least partially, within the main 
memory 504 and/or within the processing device 502 during 
execution thereof by the computer system 500, the main 
memory 504 and the processing device 502 also constituting 
machine-readable storage media. 

In one implementation, the instructions 522 include 
instructions for a migration module (e.g., migration module 
303 of FIG. 3) and/or a software library containing methods 
that call modules in a migration module. While the machine 
readable storage medium 528 is shown in an example imple 
mentation to be a single medium, the term “machine-readable 
storage medium’ should be taken to include a single medium 
or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or distributed database, 
and/or associated caches and servers) that store the one or 
more sets of instructions. The term “machine-readable stor 
age medium’ shall also be taken to include any medium that 
is capable of storing or encoding a set of instructions for 
execution by the machine and that cause the machine to 
performany one or more of the methodologies of the present 
disclosure. The term “machine-readable storage medium’ 
shall accordingly be taken to include, but not be limited to, 
Solid-state memories, optical media and magnetic media. 
Some portions of the preceding detailed descriptions have 

been presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic repre 
sentations of operations on data bits within a computer 
memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations 
are the ways used by those skilled in the data processing arts 
to most effectively convey the substance of their work to 
others skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, 
conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of operations lead 
ing to a desired result. The operations are those requiring 
physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, 
though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of elec 
trical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, combined, 
compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven conve 
nient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to 
refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, char 
acters, terms, numbers, or the like. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these and 
similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physi 
cal quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to 
these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise as 
apparent from the above discussion, it is appreciated that 
throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms such 
as “identifying or “migrating or “creating or “setting or 
the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer 
system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipu 
lates and transforms data represented as physical (electronic) 
quantities within the computer system's registers and memo 
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ries into other data similarly represented as physical quanti 
ties within the computer system memories or registers or 
other such information storage devices. 
The present disclosure also relates to an apparatus for 

performing the operations herein. This apparatus may be 
specially constructed for the intended purposes, or it may 
comprise a general purpose computer selectively activated or 
reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. 
Such a computer program may be stored in a computer read 
able storage medium, Such as, but not limited to, any type of 
disk including floppy disks, optical disks, CD-ROMs, and 
magnetic-optical disks, read-only memories (ROMs), ran 
dom access memories (RAMs), EPROMs, EEPROMs, mag 
netic or optical cards, or any type of media Suitable for storing 
electronic instructions, each coupled to a computer system 
bus. 

The algorithms and displays presented hereinare not inher 
ently related to any particular computer or other apparatus. 
Various general purpose systems may be used with programs 
in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove 
convenient to construct a more specialized apparatus to per 
form the method. The structure for a variety of these systems 
will appear as set forth in the description below. In addition, 
the present disclosure is not described with reference to any 
particular programming language. It will be appreciated that 
a variety of programming languages may be used to imple 
ment the teachings of the disclosure as described herein. 
The present disclosure may be provided as a computer 

program product, or software, that may include a machine 
readable medium having Stored thereon instructions, which 
may be used to program a computer system (or other elec 
tronic devices) to perform a process according to the present 
disclosure. A machine-readable medium includes any mecha 
nism for storing information in a form readable by a machine 
(e.g., a computer). For example, a machine-readable (e.g., 
computer-readable) medium includes a machine (e.g., a com 
puter) readable storage medium such as a read only memory 
(“ROM), random access memory (“RAM), magnetic disk 
storage media, optical storage media, flash memory devices, 
etc. 

In the foregoing specification, implementations of the dis 
closure have been described with reference to specific 
example implementations thereof. It will be evident that vari 
ous modifications may be made thereto without departing 
from the broader spirit and scope of implementations of the 
disclosure as set forth in the following claims. The specifica 
tion and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illus 
trative sense rather than a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method, comprising: 
identifying, by a processing device, a first file link refer 

encing a file residing at a first computer system; 
identifying, at the first computer system, a first data struc 

ture referenced by the first file link, the first data struc 
ture comprising information about the file, the informa 
tion including a first link count and excluding file data 
and file names; 

responsive to determining that an extended attribute of the 
first data structure indicates that the file is associated 
with a current migration operation, creating a second 
data structure at a second computer system, wherein the 
second data structure comprises information about the 
file including a second link count and excluding file data 
and file names; 

creating a second file link to reference the second data 
structure at the second computer system; and 
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12 
responsive to determining that the first link count matches 

the second link count, migrating file data referenced by 
the first data structure to the second computer system 
and modifying the extended attribute to indicate that the 
migration operation has been completed. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first file link is 
provided by one of: a name of the file or a hard link referenc 
ing the file. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the second file link is 
provided by one of: a name of the file or a hard link referenc 
ing the file. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the first 
data structure and the second data structure is provided by an 
inode. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein identifying the first file 
link comprises crawling through one or more directory levels. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
responsive to determining that the first link count does not 

match the second link count, identifying a third file link 
referencing the file. 

7. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
including instructions that, when executed by a processing 
device, cause the processing device to perform operations 
comprising: 

identifying, by the processing device, a first file link refer 
encing a file residing at a first computer system; 

identifying, at the first computer system, a first data struc 
ture referenced by the first file link, the first data struc 
ture comprising information about the file, the informa 
tion including a first link count and excluding file data 
and file names; 

responsive to determining that an extended attribute of the 
first data structure indicates that the file is associated 
with a current migration operation, creating a second 
data structure at a second computer system, the second 
data structure corresponding to the first data structure, 
wherein the second data structure comprises informa 
tion about the file including a second link count and 
excluding file data and file names; 

creating a second file link to reference the second data 
structure at the second computer system; and 

responsive to determining that the first link count matches 
the second link count, migrating file data referenced by 
the first data structure to the second computer system 
and modifying the extended attribute to indicate that the 
migration operation has been completed. 

8. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 7, wherein the first file link is provided by one of a 
name of the file or a hard link referencing the file. 

9. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 7, wherein the second file link is provided by one of: 
a name of the file or a hard link referencing the file. 

10. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 7, wherein at least one of the first data structure and 
the second data structure is provided by an inode. 

11. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 7, wherein identifying the first file link comprises 
crawling through one or more directory levels. 

12. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 7, further comprising executable instructions caus 
ing the processing device to perform operations comprising: 

responsive to determining that the first link count does not 
match the second link count, identifying a third file link 
referencing the file. 
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13. A system comprising: responsive to determining that the first link count 
a memory; and matches the second link count, migrate file data ref 
a processing device coupled to the memory, the processing erenced by the first data structure to the second com 

device to: puter system and modify the extended attribute to 
identify a first file link referencing a file residing at a first 5 indicate that the migration operation has been com 

computer system; 

identistsE".REE", "S.A., 14. The system of claim 13, wherein the first file link is 
provided by one of: a name of the file or a hard link referenc 

pleted. 

structure comprising information about the file, the 
information including a first link count and excluding ing the file. 
file data and file names; 15. The system of claim 13, wherein the second file link is 

responsive to determining that an extended attribute of provided by one of: a name of the file or a hard link referenc 
the first data structure indicates that the file is associ- ing the file. 
ated with a current migration operation, create a sec 
ond data structure at a second computer system, the 
second data structure corresponding to the first data 
structure, wherein the second data structure com 
prises information about the file including a second 
link count and excluding file data and file names; 

create a second file link to reference the second data 
structure at the second computer system; and k . . . . 

16. The system of claim 13, wherein at least one of the first 
is data structure and the second data structure is provided by an 

inode. 

17. The system of claim 13, wherein identifying the set of 
file links comprises crawling through one or more directory 
levels. 


